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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

A.  History and Purpose of the Advisory 
The Governors Highway Safety Association (GHSA) represents agencies in each of the States and Territories 
responsible for developing and managing statewide and local highway safety programs designed to reduce 
the human and economic consequences of crashes, injuries and fatalities experienced by the nation’s road 
users.  To accomplish this mission, each of the agencies is responsible for managing and monitoring their 
State’s highway safety grant program.  In 2006 the GHSA developed a Monitoring Advisory to serve as a 
helpful resource and reference.  Use of the Advisory is not mandatory; States may adopt all or any part of 
this information at their discretion.    
The Advisory is limited to the description of a basic grant monitoring program. States may want to develop 
more specific procedures for special circumstances, such as, law enforcement grants.  States should have 
a separate procedure for conducting in-depth financial reviews or audits which may be triggered by 
unsatisfactory results discovered during basic monitoring. 
This project was originally based upon responses in 2006 by State Highway Safety Offices (SHSO) to a 
GHSA survey asking a series of questions and requesting samples of their monitoring policies and forms. 
The NHTSA Management Review Guidelines and federal regulations were used as a basis of the survey. 
The Advisory is updated periodically to reflect rule changes and more recent practices. 
Because the survey was completed in 2006, the survey results have been deleted from the 2020 update. 
The underlying principles remain the same and continue to guide the contents of the Advisory. 
The Advisory is a collection of comprehensive policies and procedures, checklists, unique forms, electronic 
systems and more. A sample onsite monitoring report form and sample subrecipient notification letters 
developed from those provided by the States are included in the Advisory as attachments. Appendices 
provide sample State monitoring policies and forms. The Appendices are available on-line at the GHSA 
website only for ease of viewing and downloading. Several States have designed other unique forms for 
related purposes which may be useful to others and are also in the Appendices. The update in 2020 
condensed and refreshed the original content and added a new 
section, see Chapter 2, B.(ix), “Virtual Monitoring During a 
Pandemic.”  
Target Audience 
The Advisory is designed for the person(s) in the SHSO 
responsible for the oversight and implementation of the 
highway safety grant monitoring program.  The information 
can be used, however, by almost anyone interested in learning 
more about monitoring best practices.  Some States may 
decide to include a portion of the Advisory in their grant management manual or training material for 
subrecipients.   
Good Practice Samples 
The Advisory contains textboxes that highlight “Good Practices.”  These notations provide examples of 
unique strategies and various components of recommended monitoring policy and practices used by some 
States.   
Caveats 

Caveats are set apart from the standard text to make sure readers notice them.  These provide additional 
explanatory materials and/or exceptions to the standard procedures. 
 
 

Caveat:   This Advisory is designed to serve 
as a resource and give States a building block 
to enhance or revise their monitoring practices.  
For training purposes, the Advisory can assist 
less experienced SHSO employees and may 
also serve as a resource for more seasoned 
staff. 
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Getting Started 

GHSA created the Monitoring Advisory by collecting information on how the States conduct their grant 
monitoring activities. The survey results and accompanying materials submitted by the States were then 
used to create the Advisory.    
Potential uses and benefits of the Advisory to the SHSO include:  

• Strengthen current monitoring practices 
• Ensure subrecipient compliance with State and Federal requirements 
• Improve or enhance monitoring policy and procedures 
• Replicate strategies adopted by other States with similar demographics 
• Create or revise current monitoring forms 
• Use all or portions of the Advisory for training current or new highway safety grant coordinators 

and subrecipients 
• Identify resource States to learn more about their monitoring practices 

The following terms are used consistently throughout the Advisory. 
 
TABLE 1.  DEFINITIONS 

Subrecipient The agency or non-profit organization which has been issued a highway 
safety grant.  Also referred to as a project. 

Onsite Monitoring A pre-scheduled, periodic monitoring visit conducted onsite by the SHSO with 
a subrecipient and their staff using a prescribed policy and specific form to 
record the monitoring results.  Equipment, financial and other records are 
reviewed. Subrecipients are selected for onsite monitoring based upon the 
SHSO’s established criteria. 

Ongoing Monitoring  Activities which occur throughout the grant period each time a subrecipient 
and the SHSO communicate about the project activity. Ongoing monitoring 
activities include: telephone interviews, desk reviews, meetings, 
conferences, e-mails, financial claims and progress report reviews.  Ongoing 
monitoring can occur daily, weekly, or monthly and should extend for the 
length of the grant.  Some States use a specific form to document ongoing 
monitoring. 

Program Coordinator SHSO staff member assigned to the development and oversight of a highway 
safety grant project. May also be referred to as a grant or program manager. 

 
B.  State Practices, Themes and Highlights 
i. Why Do States Monitor?   
There are several important reasons for the SHSO to conduct subrecipient monitoring as outlined in the 
NHTSA Highway Safety Grants Management training course: 
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TABLE 2.  KEY REASONS FOR MONITORING 

Monitoring is a sound management practice to assure compliance with project goals, federal rules and 
generally accepted accounting principles which ensures that the SHSO is receiving the “biggest bang for its 
buck”. The SHSO expends considerable time and funds to annually develop the Highway Safety Plan goals, 
objectives and strategies. Monitoring assures that the selected strategies are fully implemented as planned 
in order to achieve the best possible results.  If a project fails to achieve the anticipated positive impact, 
one of the first things to consider should be the monitoring results to determine if a poor strategy or poor 
strategy execution was a factor. Based on the answer, the SHSO should then identify what should be done 
differently the next time to assure future project success. 
ii. What Are the Most Common Monitoring Practices? 
The desk review of periodic progress reports submitted by subrecipients is the most frequently used 
monitoring practice followed closely by telephone, e-mail and onsite monitoring. The level of available 
resources is a determining factor in the exact nature of a State’s monitoring program.  Some States operate 
with reduced staffing levels, especially minimum allocation States, and do not have sufficient staff resources 
to conduct all of the most common monitoring practices.  States with higher resource levels typically 
conduct not only onsite monitoring visits for every subrecipient but also perform ongoing monitoring 
practices as well.    
Samples of selected best practice policies and procedures have been compiled (See Appendix C. Policies 
and Procedures Samples) along with samples of monitoring and miscellaneous forms, checklists and other 
practices (See Appendix D. Monitoring Form Samples).  Some of these samples are also mentioned in the 
Advisory to illustrate specific points.  The following samples have been compiled using the best practices 
of several States:  

• Attachment A. Sample Onsite Monitoring Report Instructions and Report Form 
• Attachment B. Sample Notification Letter of Onsite Monitoring and Preparation Instructions 
• Attachment C. Sample Notification Letters of Onsite Monitoring Results (No corrective action 

needed, and Corrective action needed) 
Some States have supplementary procedures and forms to assist staff in preparing for the monitoring task 
which are quite useful for training purposes (See Appendix E. SHSO In-House Preparation Samples).   

 
 
 
 
 

ü Track progress and achievement of project activities, performance measures and 
compliance with procedures, laws and regulation 

ü Serve as an ongoing management tool and to detect fraud, waste and abuse 
ü Determine if projects contain all required information (i.e. pass-through entity 

requirements, required certifications and assurances, etc.) 

ü Determine if grant modifications or revisions are needed 

ü Investigate adverse audit findings 
ü Provide opportunities to share information about the State’s traffic safety initiatives and 

campaigns 

ü Offer technical assistance to the subrecipient on accomplishing the goals and objectives of 
the project 
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C.  Federal Regulations and NHTSA Management Reviews 
NHTSA Regulations 
The Federal regulations cited by NHTSA for the monitoring requirement is 2 CFR Part 200.331 (b). States 
shall monitor the activities of the subrecipient as necessary to ensure that the sub award is used for 
authorized purposes; in compliance with Federal statutes, regulations and the terms and conditions of the 
sub award; and that sub award performance goals are achieved.  Monitoring must cover each program, 
function or activity.   

Risk Assessment 
The SHSO, as a pass-through entity, is required to conduct a risk evaluation for each subrecipient (not 
contractors) receiving NHTSA funds. The SHSO shall evaluate each subrecipient’s risk of noncompliance 
with Federal statutes, regulations and the terms and conditions of the sub award for purposes of 
determining the appropriate level of subrecipient monitoring. The SHSO may use judgment regarding the 
most appropriate timing for the assessments, however, it is a best practice for pass-through entities to 
evaluate risk prior to making a subaward. The SHSO shall develop, implement and document the 
outcome of a risk assessment process using the four factors listed in the OMB Uniform Guidance at 2 CFR 
Part 200.331 (d): 
 
 (1) The subrecipient's prior experience with the same or similar sub awards; 
 
 (2) The results of previous audits including whether or not the subrecipient receives a Single 
 Audit in accordance with Subpart F—Audit Requirements of 2 CFR Part 200.331(b), and the 
 extent to which the same or similar sub award has been audited as a major program; 
 
 (3) Whether the subrecipient has new personnel or new or substantially changed systems; and 
 
 (4) The extent and results of Federal awarding agency monitoring (e.g., if the subrecipient also 
 receives Federal awards directly from a Federal awarding agency). 
 
To document the completion of the risk assessment, SHSOs have developed forms and procedures. The 
forms and process are developed to meet the State’s policy as well. See Appendix G. SHSO Risk 
Assessment Forms. 
 
If a subrecipient of the SHSO passes on Federal grant funds via a sub award, the subrecipient has the 
same obligation as a pass-through entity for all requirements of 2 CFR Part 200.331 including conducting 
a risk assessment of their sub recipient. The SHSO shall consider imposing specific sub award conditions 
upon a subrecipient if appropriate as described in 2 CFR Part 200.207 Specific conditions.  
 
NHTSA Management Review Guidelines 
The NHTSA Management Review process provides for triennial (every three years) Management Reviews 
of every SHSO. Multiple aspects of SHSOs operations are examined including monitoring.  A Management 
Review of the State’s monitoring policy and practices may include: 

• Determining if the State has a monitoring policy and procedures 
• Verifying or testing the State’s system through grant file reviews of selected projects 
• Establishing whether the State takes corrective action when compliance issues are identified 

The following table is a list of questions the SHSO may anticipate during a NHTSA Management Review.   
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TABLE 3.  NHTSA MANAGEMENT REVIEW ELEMENTS CHECKLIST 

MR Section II. Program Management G. MONITORING/SUBRECIPIENT RISK EVALUATION  
ü  Is there evidence that the SHSO evaluates each subrecipient’s risk of noncompliance to 

determine appropriate subrecipient monitoring in accordance with 2 CFR Part 331 (b)? 
ü  Is there a procedure that discusses how to conduct the risk evaluation and apply results? 
ü  Is there evidence that results of risk evaluations are used to determine the level and type of 

subrecipient monitoring? The following tools should be considered: Training and technical 
assistance on program-related matters; Onsite reviews of the subrecipient’s program 
operations; and, Audit services as described in 2 CFR Part 200.425 

Section II. Program Management H. MONITORING 
ü  Does the SHSO’s monitoring cover each program, function, or activity? 
ü  Does the SHSO monitor the activities of subrecipients to ensure that Federal awards are used 

for authorized purposes in compliance with laws, regulations, and the provisions of contracts 
or grant agreements and that performance targets are achieved? 
• Review of financial and program reports required by the SHSO 
• Follow-up to ensure that the subrecipient takes timely and appropriate action on all 

deficiencies detected through audits, onsite reviews and other means. 
ü  Does the State have a written monitoring policy and procedure? 

• Does the policy include onsite monitoring? 
• Review of internal controls of subrecipients? 
• Monitoring of the subrecipients’ processes and procedures for scheduling, approval, 

tracking, accounting, and supervision of overtime to ensure there are adequate checks, 
balances, and safeguards? 

• Monitoring of subrecipients’ progress in achieving goals/targets, objectives, and 
performance measures? 

• Do the policies and procedures address the protocol to use when possible fraud or misuse 
of funds is detected? To which agency is the issued referred? 

ü  Does the SHSO staff consistently adhere to the monitoring policies and procedures including 
frequency of onsite monitoring? 

ü  Who are the SHSO staff and title(s) responsible for project/program monitoring and review? 
ü  How are the monitoring responsibilities assigned (by program area, geographically, fiscal and 

audit expertise, identified skills)? Is the manner cost effective/efficient/adequate/taking 
advantage of expertise and skills? Do the assignments provide a level of monitoring 
comparable to subrecipients’ risk levels? 

ü  Is there a system for preparation and filing of the monitoring reports including follow-up of 
findings and recommendations?  If so, what is the system? 

ü  How does the SHSO use project monitoring to improve/enhance its program management 
process? 

ü  Does the SHSO have an effective method for suspending/terminating projects and recovering 
funds when serious problems are not corrected and was the system ever used? If funds were 
recovered, were SHSO procedures followed? 
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SHSO Internal Management Review 
SHSO management should establish a periodic process to verify that their 
Monitoring Policy is fully and consistently implemented.  Some States use 
their own monitoring form to randomly select and review individual grant 
files for policy compliance including monitoring requirements. To provide a 
third-party peer perspective some States periodically obtain the services of 
representatives from other SHSOs, experienced SHSO administrators or the 
GHSA Consulting Services Initiative (CSI), to conduct such a review which 
may address other programs within the SHSO in addition to the monitoring 
activity. This peer-based review can be helpful in preparing for a NHTSA 
Management Review and can result in improvement of policies and 
procedures and correction of any issues identified. 

D. Monitoring Process and Flow Chart 
i. Monitoring Process 
The monitoring process used by individual States varies depending upon staff resources and available time.  
Based upon information best practices used by some States, following are the initial steps for developing a 
SHSO monitoring process. 
Step 1. Identify an individual in the SHSO responsible for program monitoring and review. 
Step 2. Taking subrecipient risk assessment results into account, determine the staff assignments, 

frequency and other factors to be used in selecting grants to be monitored onsite such as dollar 
amount, priority programs, large equipment purchases, etc. 

Step 3. Establish a system for preparation and filing of the monitoring reports documenting the results and 
follow-up of any findings and recommendations.  

Step 4. Design an effective method for suspending or terminating work and recovering funds on State-
funded projects and subrecipients identified as problematic. 

Monitoring actually begins during the grant proposal review process.  Potential subrecipients who fail to 
meet submission deadlines, submit inaccurate or incomplete documents or display substandard 
communication are of concern.  These factors are seriously considered when the SHSO is determining 
whether to approve a grant and may cause the grant application to be denied. Mitigating circumstances 
such as a critical need for the grant activity or the willingness of the SHSO to provide additional training or 
oversight may result in the grant being approved subject to special conditions. In those cases, the need 
for earlier and more intensive monitoring of the grant activity is essential.  Monitoring is an ongoing process 
which affects every stage of a grant project. 
TABLE 4.  MONITORING STAGES   

Problem ID Where does the proposal fit within the State’s problem identification and 
program planning goals? What is the quality of the grant proposal’s structure, 
contents, requirements and reporting? 

Project Development How will goals be evaluated?  What is the relationship of the activities to the 
problem identification, targets and objectives contained in the SHSO’s 
Highway Safety Plan (HSP)?  Is there an evaluation plan?   

Implementation Is the project started on time? Is quality and timely project data being 
collected for management and evaluation purposes?  How adequate is the 
fiscal management of the project?  What mid-course adjustments need to be 
made as a result of State monitoring oversight?  

Project close-out Are the project results identified and verified through monitoring?   

 Caveat: States should also 
determine whether any State 
government regulations or State 
laws exist that impose 
monitoring requirements upon 
State agencies which administer 
Federal grants.  
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Evaluation Is there a process to examine and judge the worth, quality, and significance 
of the project? How well is the project achieving objectives and activities? 
Has the value of the activities of the project been measured? 

Source: Adapted from the NHTSA TSI Program Management Course Monitoring Module 

 
ii. Flowcharts 
Monitoring Process Flowcharts have been compiled to assist in visualizing the major steps of the SHSO 
monitoring program.  The flowcharts include an illustration of the overall monitoring process as well as 
the three most common types of monitoring:  Phone/Email, Desk Review and Onsite Monitoring Visit.  
More detailed information regarding the components of a monitoring policy and monitoring practices are 
contained within the next sections of the Advisory. 
Figure 1.  Monitoring Process - Phone/Email and Desk Review 
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Figure 2. Onsite Monitoring Process 

 

 *NOTE: As used in Figures 1 and 2, sub grantee is also known as subrecipient
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Chapter 2. MONITORING POLICY AND PROCEDURES 
A. Purpose and Risk Assessment Requirement 
i. Purpose 
The purpose of the SHSO Policies and Procedures Manual (often referred to as the P&P Manual) is to equip 
the SHSO staff with a strong foundation to uniformly and effectively oversee the administration of Federal 
highway safety grant funds. The monitoring policy is one of many contained in a P&P Manual and typically 
would not be viewed in isolation as monitoring is dependent upon a variety of related policies for effective 
grant administration and compliance with Federal requirements. Several samples of selected State 
Monitoring Policies have been collected for reference and review (See Appendix C. Policy and Procedures 
Samples). States should review these samples to determine the format and information content which best 
meets their needs. A Monitoring Policy should address the following: 

• Ensure State and Federal program and fiscal compliance as reflected in the grant contract 
• Detect and identify problems such as lack of performance, any change in project direction or 

fraud 
• Assure goals and objectives are being achieved 
• Provide complete forms for project review and documentation 
• Identify exemplary projects and best practices 

 
ii. Risk Assessment 
 
The outcome of the 2 CFR Part 200.331(b) required risk assessment for each subrecipient must be used 
for purposes of determining the level and type of subrecipient monitoring. There must be evidence of 
their use to make monitoring decisions including provisions for it in the SHSO Policy and Procedures 
Manual. Depending upon the SHSO’s (pass-through entity) assessment of risk posed by the subrecipient, 
the following monitoring tools may be useful to ensure proper accountability and compliance with 
program requirements and achievement of performance goals: 
 

• Providing subrecipients with training and technical assistance on program-related matters  
• Performing on-site reviews of the subrecipient's program operations 
• Arranging for agreed-upon-procedures engagements as described in 2 CFR Part 200.425 Audit 

services 
 
Pass-through entity monitoring of the subrecipient shall include:  
 

• Reviewing financial and performance reports required by the pass-through entity 
• Following-up and ensuring that the subrecipient takes timely and appropriate action on all 

deficiencies pertaining to the Federal award provided to the subrecipient from the pass-through 
entity detected through audits, on-site reviews, and other means 

• Issuing a management decision for audit findings pertaining to the Federal award provided to the 
subrecipient from the pass-through entity as required by 2 CFR Part 200.521 Management 
decision 

 
B. Basic Components of a Monitoring Policy            
Based upon the monitoring policy and procedures submitted by the States and 
a review of the NHTSA regulations, following is a summary of the basic 
components of a Monitoring Policy. States may include additional requirements. 
For suggested language regarding each component, reference should be made 
to the sample State Monitoring Policies (See Appendix C. Policies and Procedures 
Samples).  

Caveat: A solid foundation for a 
monitoring policy identifies the 
person responsible, frequency 
and timing of monitoring, 
reporting requirements and 
follow-up.   
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i. Definition of “Grant Monitoring” 
• Explanation of NHTSA/State monitoring guidelines 
• Outline of the background, purpose, policy and an overview of monitoring principles 
• Identification of key grant management principles  
• Description of the State’s monitoring process 
• Identification of monitoring as a SHSO management tool for project control and to ensure 

compliance with Federal regulations 
 

 
 
ii. Types of Grant Monitoring Conducted by the SHSO 

• Distinction between ongoing and onsite monitoring practices  
• List of the types of ongoing monitoring conducted (phone interview, financial claim/progress 

reports reviews, e-mail, direct observation of activities, such as, meetings, training workshops, 
press conferences or other media events) 

• Description of specific monitoring practices (mid-year review, interim reports, monthly claim 
packets and other desk review practices) 

• Criteria for financial and unique operational monitoring (i.e. law enforcement grants)  
 

iii. Criteria for Determining the Level and Frequency of Onsite Monitoring 
• Description of the selection process for identifying grants to be monitored onsite – (All subrecipients 

must be treated fairly; be watchful for lengthy relationships between subrecipients and the program 
coordinator which might imply or result in favored treatment)  

• Grant selection processes: 
Þ Periodic frequency (monthly, quarterly, annual)  
Þ Grant size (i.e. all grants exceeding “X’ $ amount receive an onsite monitoring visit 

annually; all grants less than “X” $ amount are subject only to desk review) 
Þ SHSO Risk assessment: 

ü Results of federally required Risk Assessment  
ü Amount of grant award 
ü Size and complexity of project 
ü Equipment purchase with a value over a specified amount 
ü New subrecipient 
ü Personnel costs (high risk factor) 
ü Potential program income 
ü Past performance history 
ü Program coordinator request 

Þ Receipt by SHSO of adverse audit findings or other adverse information 
Þ A stated combination of frequency and risk factors 

 

Good Practice:  Desk Review – Ongoing process  
1. Desk reviews may be conducted at any time - daily, weekly, or monthly - depending 
on the type of project and the level of confidence the program coordinator has in the 
subrecipient based on recent history 
2.  Weekly phone calls may be appropriate if there appear to be problems or for new 
subrecipients 
3.  Written correspondence, including e-mails, should address more routine matters 
4.  The Desk Review may include approval of reimbursement claims and review of 
supporting documents and should be documented in writing and placed in the file 
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The following table illustrates risk factors utilized by the State of Texas. 
TABLE 5.  STATE OF TEXAS MONITORING CRITERIA – RISK FACTORS 

Criteria  Explanation 

The size and complexity of the project The larger and more complex the project, the more 
frequent and formal the monitoring should be 

The capabilities and experience of the 
subrecipient, including relevant training 
attended 

Lower capabilities and/or lack of experience of the 
subrecipient normally requires more frequent and formal 
monitoring 

Any indications of problems, lack of 
performance, or change in direction 

The more problems and changes, the more frequent and 
formal monitoring should be 

 

iv. Assignment Protocols for SHSO Staff  
• Identification of SHSO management responsibility for oversight of the monitoring selection process 
• Assignment of staff – who will conduct the monitoring (monitoring assignments may be identified 

during the grant planning process). Staff typically assigned: planners, program/financial 
coordinators, regional grant coordinators. Some SHSOs utilize contractual staff. 

• Assignment of independent staff to conduct grant monitoring (some States use staff other than 
the assigned SHSO program coordinator for the grant) 

• Identification of the required timeline for completion of monitoring within the grant year  
• Determination of whether just program monitoring or both program and more extensive financial 

monitoring will be conducted during the onsite visit with assistance of fiscal staff 
• Establishment of criteria for conducting a full financial audit 
 

v. Training Needs/Professional Development for Staff and Subrecipients 
• Identification of training requirements and guidelines for SHSO staff assigned to monitoring 
• Establishment of a timeline for training SHSO staff (some States require monitoring training within 

one year of employment) 
• Provision for a mentoring program for experienced staff to accompany and assist newer staff   
• Development or request for training resources (presentations, workshops, NHTSA Regional Office 

staff training)  
• Identification and development of training for subrecipients to inform them of the monitoring 

requirements and how to prepare for monitoring (the Texas SHSO has a monitoring module in their 
annual grant management training and some States place the information in their subrecipient 
project director’s manual) 

                           
vi. Advance Preparation Procedures for Onsite Monitoring 

• Establishment of pre-monitoring preparation activity required to be completed by staff 
• Provision of a staff advance preparation checklist (some States also use the checklist as the onsite 

monitoring review form) 
• Determination of the method of notice to the subrecipient of the visit (a copy of the checklist may 

be sent to the subrecipient prior to the visit to assist them in preparation) 
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vii. Onsite Monitoring Performance Review 

• Establishment of the required procedure for conducting an onsite performance review, such as: 
ü Introductions 
ü Outline purpose of visit 
ü Identify persons to be interviewed 
ü Request reports and source documents 
ü Conduct review using SHSO Policy or Checklist 
ü Communicate effectively 
ü Conduct physical audit of equipment or materials purchased 
ü Document findings 
ü Provide initial feedback 
ü Establish next steps 

• Description of the specific steps to be completed in the financial review of the subrecipient’s records.  
The following table identifies the types of source documents which should be reviewed during 
monitoring. 

TABLE 6. SOURCE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED DURING ONSITE MONITORING 

Document Type Information/Items Reviewed 

Requests for 
Reimbursement 
(Claims/Vouchers) 

Include any appropriate outlay detail forms or other supporting 
documentation.  In reviewing these documents, a sampling methodology 
may be used, either randomly or selectively (such as, every fifth voucher 
or every other time sheet).  The purpose of the financial document review 
is to ensure that costs claimed reconcile to the documentation. 

Time sheets Time sheets, personnel activity reports (PAR), pay records, payroll 
registers, and possibly personnel (salary rate) records must be reviewed to 
determine that salary and wage costs are fully supported.  Time sheets 
must account for 100 percent of time, regardless of the amount charged 
to a grant.  If only a percentage of time is to be reimbursed, then the 
prorated amount must be accurate. 

Good Practice:  SHSO Staff Preparation Checklist for Onsite Monitoring Visit 
1.  Notify project director of site visit 
2.  Review project agreement and all related correspondence 
3.  Review financial claims submitted 
4.  Determine if any costs for personnel services are being charged to the grant 
5.  Review equipment purchase records 
6.  Determine any travel allowed 
7.  Schedule appointment with key subrecipient staff 
8.  Provide list of documents to be reviewed onsite (time sheets, purchase orders, invoices, 
forms and equipment) 
9.  Assemble required SHSO monitoring forms 
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Fringe benefits If reimbursable, fringe benefit rates (such as health insurance, pension 
plan, etc.) must correspond to the amount or percent eligible. 

Travel costs Only travel directly associated with the grant which benefits the SHSO and 
is included in the grant agreement may be reimbursed.  This might include, 
for example, travel to meetings called by the SHSO. 

Invoices and 
payments 

Only those costs in the approved budget may be reimbursed.  Any 
discounts must be credited; the discounted amount would be reimbursable. 
Any payments must be directly attributable to the grant costs. 

 
• Establishment of the procedure for review of the grant budget for adherence to requirements, 

including, but not limited to, determining whether: 
ü Expenditures are on schedule 
ü Costs are in the approved budget or any subsequent amendment 
ü Any necessary prior approvals for travel, equipment purchases, or changes have been obtained 
ü Appropriate procedures have been followed for all expenditures 
ü Appropriate supporting documentation is available and filed 
ü Reimbursements are up to date 

 
• Establishment of a procedure to review the subrecipient’s system to procure, control, protect, 

preserve, use, maintain, and dispose of property furnished to them by the SHSO or purchased 
through a grant, or other agreement. The procedure must comply with their own property 
management procedures, provided that the procedures are not in conflict with the SHSO standards or 
Federal property management standards procedures specified in or Federal property management 
standards procedures specified in 2 CFR Part 200.313 Equipment as appropriate. NHTSA 
requirements regarding the use, management and disposition of grant-funded equipment are found 
in 23 CFR Part 1300.31 and require that the State and their subrecipients manage and dispose of 
equipment acquired under 23 USC Chapter 4 in accordance with State laws and procedures. 
ü Any property purchased, regardless of the unit cost, must be specifically authorized in the grant 

agreement.  
ü Equipment and other property acquired under a grant agreement for use in highway safety 

projects shall be used and kept in operation for highway safety purposes. 
ü State Agencies: Property management standards described in the “State Property Accounting 

Manual” must be used in accounting for equipment purchased under this Agreement. 
ü Local Agencies and Other Non-State Subrecipients: Standards for property management 

described in the applicable federal regulations will be used in accounting for equipment 
purchased under a grant agreement. The SHSO shall document, manage and track equipment 
acquired with Federal funds in accordance with the State’s law and procedures (including 
frequency) and the Federal regulations. Prior written approval from the NHTSA Regional Office 
shall be obtained by a letter for the purchase or disposition by the SHSO or a subrecipient of 
each equipment item valued at $5,000 or more (including the cost of any accessories 
necessary to make the item operational). The subrecipient may follow their own property 
management standards if they exceed the requirements set out in the applicable Federal 
regulations. 
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viii. Onsite Monitoring Results Documentation  

• Identification of standard monitoring report forms with instructions and sample completed forms 
• Establishment of a procedure for completion of forms  
• Guidance for determining when to request assistance from management, senior program 

coordinators or financial specialists based upon the nature and severity of problems encountered 
• Development and oversight of the internal procedure for reviewing completed monitoring reports 

and the grant file (including management responsibility, timeline, obtaining any missing 
information, and a process to assure all required follow-up is completed) 

• Determination of the notification method to advise the subrecipient of monitoring results (i.e. 
providing a copy of the report to the subrecipient) including any corrective action 

• Identification of the filing procedure for completed forms (i.e. filing of the original copy of all 
checklists, reports, correspondence, desk monitoring reviews) 

• Documentation of exemplary projects and best practices for recognition, training and future 
planning 
 

Good Practice:  Troubleshooting – Warning Signs! 
Late project start   Frequent personnel changes  

Low activity level   Frequent revisions to the grant 

Slow expenditure rate   No records or inconclusive records 
Late reports or discrepancies  Evasive answers  
Low morale/poor attitude  Submission of questionable invoices or back-up 
     documentation     
Incorrect claims   Failure to obtain required SHSO approvals 
Lack of signature authority  Salaries claimed did not reconcile with documents 
No/incorrect mileage documentation Payment for activities not specified in the grant 
 
    
Lack of management support  

Good Practice:  Onsite Performance Review Checklist 
ü Progress toward objectives and performance targets  
ü Adherence to project timeline 
ü Compliance with any special conditions 
ü Timely submission of accurate and complete reports 
ü Status and appropriateness of expenditures 
ü Accounting records 
ü Personnel records and timesheets 
ü Personnel changes 
ü Necessary pre-approvals  
ü Travel approvals 
ü Use of subcontractors 
ü Program income 
ü If agency receives >$750,000 in federal funds, Single Audit completed? 
ü Supporting documentation of training, signature authority, etc.  
ü Equipment inventory  
ü Promotional materials are unallowable 
ü Warning signs 
ü Noteworthy accomplishments 
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ix. “Virtual” Monitoring During a Pandemic  
• BACKGROUND: Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and subsequent bans on travel and in-person 

meetings, many States have needed to review and modify their existing Monitoring Policy where 
it required onsite visits by SHSO staff members.  Executive Orders and stay-at-home 
requirements caused all travel to be stopped and employees to work remotely.  

• SOLUTIONS: In a few States, the existing Monitoring Policy had already been written to address 
potential travel or staffing restrictions for other reasons. In that case the policy was simply 
amended to include Executive and stay-at-home Orders. Other States began working on piloting 
the use of one of the many virtual/team video conferencing platforms now available. Having a 
web-based electronic grants monitoring system helped to make these options more possible.  

• TENNESSEE PROGRAM: Following is an example of a comprehensive change made to the 
State’s monitoring system to address the restrictions in Tennessee. This approach may also be 
helpful in other circumstances where there are low staff resources, travel challenges (geographic 
distance) and similar reasons. Tennessee began utilizing a “virtual” monitoring option in April 
2020. Using Zoom, they conducted a pilot of 3 - 4 agencies using a list of criteria in order for 
them to be eligible, such as: a low risk score from the Risk Assessments, an experienced project 
director, not a first-time grant, history of good performance, etc. As the pilot results were 
exceptional, the program was extended to additional subrecipients.  Some subrecipients were not 
selected for “virtual” monitoring if they were higher risk or had a history of poor performance in 
the hopes that onsite monitoring could be conducted later. In July 2020 however the State’s 
travel restrictions were extended into late summer which would be too late to meet the State’s 
internal deadlines. The State decided to conduct all the remaining FY20 monitoring through the 
“virtual” process. At that point the process had been used with almost 150 agencies and was 
proven to be a relatively solid mechanism. Following is a description of the “virtual” onsite 
monitoring program. 
ü A desktop review is conducted using the standard monitoring questions and forms including a 

review of backup materials, any related procedures and an assessment of progress on grant-
funded activities. The subrecipient’s staff is involved in the process through phone 
conversations and possibly video conferencing. The “virtual” option requires a visual 
inspection of purchases via Zoom/Skype/Facetime/others so that it is as close to the onsite 
experience as possible. 

ü EQUIPMENT: Although initially subrecipients with equipment were not included in the pilot, 
a solution was devised. In advance of scheduling, there must be a discussion with the 
subrecipient to ensure that they have the necessary technical resources in place.  (If not, 
other arrangements must be made.) The subrecipient needs to have a camera on a laptop or 
tablet for showing the item to be inspected. And their cell phone needs to accommodate 
Zoom or another program so that the item can be inspected.  For small equipment (under 
$5,000 value), the SHSO staff member reviews the file to determine when it was purchased. 
During the “virtual” monitoring visit, the subrecipient is asked to go to wherever the 
equipment is located and show it to the screen. The SHSO staff member takes a screen shot 
and includes it in the electronic file.  If the equipment is large, the SHSO staff member asks 
the subrecipient to take a picture and email it to them. This request is made during the 
monitoring visit, not in advance, to maintain the intent of the onsite monitoring.  

ü OVERTIME GRANTS: To review overtime grants, the SHSO staff member asks the 
subrecipient to pull a random sample of documents during the “virtual” visit so there is still 
an element of surprise. The SHSO staff member takes a screen shot so they can discuss the 
documents together and record any concerns for later follow up.   

ü CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE USE: The State’s review of the “virtual” option found it was 
effective and helped to reduce the travel workload which can be significant. They believe 
there is a real future for this type of experience under strong parameters. By doing this, 
program management staff are allowed to make progress during the monitoring season. The 
State’s Monitoring Policy was amended to include the “virtual” option.  The State’s plan for 
FY21 is to have a blended approach. There is still tremendous value in face-to-face visits as 
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they are able to go deeper into the grant activities than the “virtual” evaluation. The visits 
also work toward building and strengthening partnerships with key community organizations. 
Given the current circumstances, “virtual” monitoring is a great opportunity to continue to 
maintain good stewardship of the funding resources as well as use the traditional approach 
when it again becomes possible.  

 
x. Subrecipient Notification of Onsite Monitoring Results  

• Establishment of a follow-up process with the subrecipient and their staff 
• Development of several versions (dependent on monitoring results) of standard notification letters 

and copies of the monitoring report to subrecipients  
• Identification of the criteria for citing any discrepancies found and potential actions to be taken for 

acceptable resolution   
• Establishment of a deadline for completion of corrections 

 
xi. Non-Compliance Resolution   

• Requirement for immediate resolution of non-compliance (specific action and timeline depends 
upon the exact nature of the problem) 
ü Assurance that any State regulations pertaining to subrecipient non-compliance are also 

addressed  
ü Notification to SHSO agency leadership or State political leaders as appropriate 
ü Determination whether non-compliance should be discussed with the NHTSA Regional 

Administrator to alert them and seek advice (typically only for major violations as determined 
by the specific nature and scope of non-compliance including any past history) 

ü If fraud is detected, determination whether State/Local District Attorney, State Auditor 
General/Inspector General or U.S. DOT Office of the Inspector General (1 800 424-9071 
hotline@oig.dot.gov) should be contacted. 

ü Establishment of a corrective action plan based upon objective, timely steps for progressive 
discipline depending upon the severity of the violation (i.e. meeting, withholding partial 
reimbursement, submission of additional or corrective documentation, training or reassignment 
of subrecipient personnel, etc.) 

• Development of a procedure for suspending or terminating projects and recovering funds and 
future disbarment from receiving funds when corrective action is not completed and based upon 
the severity of the violation (fraud, illegal activity, misuse of funds, etc.) See 2 CFR Part 200.338 
and GHSA Policy Manual, Chapter V. Grant Administration and Management, Section P. 
Resolution of Monitoring Findings. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Good Practice:  Corrective Action Plan – Basis for Progressive Discipline  
 
Repeated incidence of a discrepancy  Cost claims for unallowable item not in  
      the contract 
Required reports not submitted               Action taken without prior approval from 
      the SHSO 
Delay or not achieving performance targets  Fraud or other illegal activity  
that impact project completion      
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xii. Review and Closeout of Monitoring File  
• Establishment of an in-house tracking system to assure all aspects of the monitoring process 

comply with State and Federal requirements (note: some States develop a form, spreadsheet or 
database to identify and track all monitoring related activity by grant and fiscal year) 

• Development of a procedure for management to ensure that all required follow up communication 
with the subrecipient is completed timely and properly (i.e. corrective action, claims corrections, 
performance enhancements and sharing of good practices are less likely to actually occur without 
prompt and persistent follow up and oversight by SHSO management) 

• Development of a policy and procedure which identifies where all monitoring related reports, forms, 
etc. are required to be filed and available for review (this may be paper or electronic) 
 

xiii. Other Uses for Monitoring Results  
• Incorporation of corrective action and resolution in training tools for SHSO staff and subrecipients 
• Identification of exemplary projects for inclusion in the SHSO Annual Report, GHSA and other award 

programs and SHSO subrecipient recognition program 
• Development of best practice examples for training SHSO staff and subrecipients 
• Identification of noteworthy practices for sharing in SHSO newsletter and web site 
• Development of future topics for SHSO sponsored conferences and workshops 
• Tabulation of subrecipient results on the basis of cost and outcome results and comparison to the 

results of other subrecipients conducting similar activities to determine relative productivity and 
value.  Such information may be used by the SHSO in making future subrecipient selections. 

 

C. Fraud Prevention            
Investigations by the federal Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
and NHTSA have detected cases of fraud involving subrecipients 
receiving Federal highway safety grant funds. As a result, there have 
been several instances where States have had to recover funds from 
subrecipients or pay back the Federal funding themselves, sometimes 
in sizeable amounts. A comprehensive monitoring program is one of 
the most effective ways to prevent fraud. Such a program includes 
the elements outlined in this Monitoring Advisory and sufficient 
management oversight to ensure that the program is fully 
implemented. On-sight monitoring of grants which include personnel services is particularly essential. The 
following information has been compiled to assist the SHSO in preventing fraud and the misuse of Federal 
funds.  
i. Special Attention for High Risk Grants and Activities 

• Identify law enforcement and other types of grants which contain claims for personnel services 
as requiring special attention to detect fraud 

• Closely examine and compare personnel log sheets to actual activity documentation (such as 
date and time worked as recorded on paper tickets and time reports) to ensure that only actual 
time worked on grant-funded, approved activities is submitted for reimbursement 

• Ensure that only approved hourly rates for sub contractors and vendors are charged to the grant 
and that legitimate invoices from sub contractors and vendors for actual work completed are 
available for examination 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Caveat:  Personnel services grants - 
including law enforcement overtime and 
those containing subcontracts - have been 
identified as at high risk for fraud. Such 
grants should require strong internal 
supervision by the subrecipient. Electronic 
ticketing systems, versus paper, are less 
likely to allow fraudulent activities to occur 
undetected. 
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ii. Recognition of Risk Factors for Personnel Services Grants 
• Lack of communication of specific clear benchmarks, goals and deliverables for enforcement and 

other contracts; 
• Lack of training for supervisors and officers to emphasize unique conditions of grant programs; 
• Lack of supervision of grant procedures during overtime patrols, time and attendance quality 

checks and use of paper forms 
 
iii. Prevention Strategies for use in the SHSO Policies and Monitoring Practices 

• Provide specific pre-award guidance to subrecipients to explain the Federal requirements and 
discuss the need for their own internal control systems, see Section F. Resources for States 

• Require subrecipients to submit their policy/internal controls to the SHSO to certify compliance 
with generally accepted practices 

• Review original documents (not copies) at the subrecipient or third-party subcontract level 
• When conducting on-sight monitoring, over sample vouchers 
• Establish clear performance benchmarks and expectations 
• Develop an action plan to follow when possible fraud is detected 
• Use State auditors to randomly audit selected subrecipients and to follow up fraud allegations for 

the SHSO 
• Document and disseminate information on identified cases of fraud and the consequences to law 

enforcement officers, project personnel and their departments as a deterrent 
 
iv. Utilization of Federal and Other Training Resources 

• Identify and incorporate into SHSO procedures that use the “risk level decision tree” available 
from NHTSA Regional Offices 

• Follow the suggested preventive oversight action steps for law enforcement agencies and SHSO 
management and project staff contained in the NHTSA/GHSA 2017 Webinar: Fraud Prevention 
Strategies & Best Practices which can be found on the GHSA Members Only website page. 

• To address the potential of law enforcement overtime fraud, see Attachment 4 for a sample blank 
log sheet to gather the information needed to verify actual hours worked in a shift 

• Review and become familiar with the applicable Federal regulations: Noncompliance with 
accepted standards for financial management systems, see 2 CFR Part 200.202; and, OMB 
Circular A-123 requirements that programs be protected from waste, fraud and mismanagement. 
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Chapter 3. MONITORING PRACTICES 
A.  When Do States Complete Onsite Monitoring?  
Many States conduct onsite monitoring of all subrecipients on an annual basis.  If not, the SHSO establishes 
determining factors which must include Risk Assessment results. Other factors are grant amount, purchases 
of large equipment and other periodic time periods (quarterly and biannually).   
Many States use their monitoring criteria to also identify the appropriate time to conduct the onsite 
monitoring.  A monitoring schedule or calendar should be established to ensure that the monitoring policy 
is followed, staff is appropriately guided, deadlines are set and subrecipients are aware of the schedule. 
TABLE 7. SAMPLE MONITORING CALENDAR BASED ON THE FEDERAL GRANT YEAR 

Month Activity Responsible SHSO Staff 

For new fiscal 
year: 
October 

• Select grants for onsite monitoring 
based on SHSO criteria including Risk 
Assessment results and issue monitoring 
schedule 

• Assign SHSO staff to complete 
monitoring 

SHSO Administrator/Manager 

October - September  • Complete on-going monitoring at least 
once each month for most subrecipients 
in program area 

Program Coordinator 

November - July • Conduct onsite monitoring in accordance 
with monitoring schedule 

Program Coordinator 

November – July • Periodically track completion of onsite 
monitoring by program coordinators 

• Review completed onsite monitoring 
reports 

• Generate notification to subrecipients 
with positive findings 

• Determine corrective action if any to 
resolve negative findings 

• Initiate, track and assure completion of 
corrective action including notification 
letters 

SHSO Administrator/Manager 

For prior fiscal 
year: 
October 

• Review onsite monitoring schedule to 
ensure completion of monitoring of all 
selected grants 

• Determine whether any follow up action 
is necessary, and flag any subrecipient 
with pending resolution of findings 

• Issue a report for the year on the status 
of the completion of the onsite 
monitoring schedule and maintain in 
SHSO file 

SHSO Administrator/Manager 

 

A major factor for deciding when the monitoring visit should take place for a selected subrecipient is the 
grant time period itself.  Some States routinely do not monitor during the first and last quarter of the grant 
period to avoid low levels of start-up activity or the approach of the busy end of the grant year, respectively. 
New subrecipients and those who are developing highly innovative strategies will often receive priority for 
earlier visits in the first quarter. The timing of planned subrecipient meetings, events or trainings may be 
ideal for also conducting an onsite monitoring and can save the SHSO travel dollars and time.   
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Consideration should be given to planning monitoring visits to a geographically remote area of the State 
by a program coordinator in the most effective manner to conserve travel time and resources.  A single 
program coordinator can cross program areas to conduct all of the required monitoring visits in that area 
at the same time with some preparation assistance from the program coordinator assigned to the specific 
grants. 
 
Another factor may be whether the SHSO is able to conduct mandatory grant management training for all 
grant project directors and fiscal staff on an annual or periodic basis.   If subrecipients can be trained in a 
collective manner, especially returning subrecipients, the need for early onsite monitoring visits can be 
reduced. 
 
B. How Do States Monitor?  
The States use various methods of monitoring including onsite visits and in-house desk reviews, phone 
calls, or email with most using some combination.    
• The elements of an onsite monitoring visit are described within the Basic Components of a 

Monitoring Policy, page 12.   
• Telephone and email communications are efficient ways to monitor portions of a subrecipient’s 

progress and allow a program coordinator to stay in contact with a large number of subrecipients.  Most 
States require that the content of phone conversations be documented (recommended) using a 
standard form and that emails be printed and retained in the subrecipient’s file. 

• Desk reviews are routinely conducted by most States. States require all subrecipients to file a written 
periodic progress report.  The review of these reports in the SHSO is then used as a monitoring tool.  
Some States require that the program coordinator review each progress report and reimbursement 
claim for accuracy and compliance with program objectives before approving the claim for payment.  
In addition, some States separately conduct a more elaborate desk review which includes examination 
of the project agreement, progress report, reimbursement claim, budget expenditures to date and 
other related documents to determine if the subrecipient is making progress toward meeting the stated 
goals and objectives. Desk reviews should be documented in writing using a standard form. A desk 
review may result in a follow-up phone call or email to the subrecipient to obtain additional information 
or clarification. In some cases, issues discovered in the desk review may cause the program coordinator 
to request that an onsite monitoring visit or a fiscal audit be scheduled in the near future. 

• States may conduct informal visits to observe subrecipient activity by attending training workshops, 
media events or other functions hosted by the subrecipient.  Like a desk review the informal visit may 
disclose information that suggests the need to schedule a more formal monitoring. 

 

C.  Who Does the Monitoring?  
There are various staff positions in the SHSO which can be assigned the responsibility for conducting and 
overseeing monitoring. The following positions can be involved in monitoring and in the review and 
oversight of the monitoring program within the SHSO. 
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TABLE 8.  SHSO MONITORING STAFF ASSIGNMENTS 

Staff Conducting Monitoring Staff Overseeing Monitoring Program  

Program Monitor 
Project Coordinator 
Safety Project Manager 
Management Analyst 
Law Enforcement Liaison 
Program Manager 
Financial Manager 
District Traffic Safety Specialist 

Project Assistant  
Regional Coordinator  
Transportation Highway Safety Management 
Specialist 
Division Director for Planning and Programs  
Area Administrator  
Grants Unit Manager 
Planning and Evaluation Manager 
Assistant Director  

 
In most States, the program coordinator assigned to the grant is responsible for completing the onsite 
monitoring visit, routing their report to a manager for review and notifying the subrecipient of the 
monitoring results and/or any corrective action that may be appropriate. The program coordinator is usually 
responsible for monitoring the project throughout the entire grant time period, providing technical 
assistance as needed and assuring that the contract provisions are being followed. Regular and close 
communication between the program and fiscal SHSO staff is encouraged to assist in the early detection 
of minor and major problems including fraud. 
Monitoring is required by Federal regulation to be done by all SHSOs regardless of the size of the program. 
States with a small staff may need to develop alternative solutions to provide the resources needed to 
conduct monitoring. The SHSO may consider soliciting a grant with a qualified State or local agency or non-
profit organization and train their staff to conduct some or all of the monitoring program activity. If the 
SHSO is located within a larger State department, they may be able to utilize the Department’s field staff 
(districts or regions) or their financial or auditing personnel to assist them with monitoring.   
Some States utilize their law enforcement liaisons (LELs) to monitor or assist with the general oversight of 
their enforcement grants.  
Some SHSOs are organized on a regional basis. Regional coordinators are typically assigned to provide 
highway safety activity support for a specified geographic area of the State.  They may have responsibility 
for problem identification, grant development and monitoring in their region.  The regional concept is 
usually employed by States with a large geographic area and/or highly populated areas.   
Some States use teams to conduct monitoring rather than just a single program coordinator. The team 
may consist of the program coordinator and a fiscal specialist, another program coordinator or a manager.  
The manager may be asked to assist if there is a history of poor performance or in the case of a particularly 
large and/or complex grant project, i.e. State agencies or multiple year projects.  

 
D. Sample Monitoring Forms  
Many States use similar monitoring forms while a few others may have a unique or customized approach.  
A sampling of SHSO monitoring forms, checklists and practices has been collected for reference (See 
Appendices D. Monitoring Form Samples, E. SHSO In-House Preparation Samples and F. Miscellaneous 
SHSO Forms, Checklists and Practices).    
The following sample form and notification letters have been compiled by GHSA using the best practices of 
several States:  
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• Attachment A. Sample Onsite Monitoring Report Instructions and Report Form 
• Attachment B. Sample Notification Letter of Onsite Monitoring and Preparation Instructions 
• Attachment C. Sample Notification Letters of Onsite Monitoring Results (No corrective action 

needed and Corrective action needed) 
The most common format used for the onsite monitoring form is the checklist. In some States the onsite 
monitoring form is also used for other types of monitoring (i.e. telephone, e-mail).  The table below provides 
a brief explanation of the most common monitoring forms.  
TABLE 9.  COMMON MONITORING FORMS 

Onsite  • Most common form used by States to document results of monitoring  
• Checklist format most often used 
• Documents performance review results including project activities, reimbursement 

claims review, equipment purchases, required approvals, and other information 
• Usually written onsite and reviewed later by SHSO management before providing a 

copy to the subrecipient 
Telephone • Summary of conference or telephone calls conducted during the course of the 

project which includes the date and time of the call, SHSO staff member making 
the call, person contacted and the results 

• Serves as an informational review to determine progress of programmatic/financial 
activities 

In-house 
preparation 
checklist 

• Checklist format most common and easy to use 
• Sometimes also used for the onsite monitoring form 
• Serves as a tool for SHSO staff to ensure adequate preparation for the onsite visit 
• Provides an opportunity to consistently review all program and financial information 

prior to the site visit 
Checklist 
for onsite 
monitoring  

• Contains basic grant information in a standard format 
• Ensures a detailed approach to onsite visits (progress, financial, equipment, 

timekeeping, approvals, authorization records, etc.) 
• Includes all items for onsite review  
• Assures consistent monitoring by all SHSO staff 

Corrective 
action  

• Often used to record discrepancies, problems or issues encountered 
• Calls for action, grant revision or a plan to correct problems – (letter or form) 
• Resolves minor findings efficiently 
• Sets out a course of progressive discipline to resolve significant negative findings  

Checklist 
for project 
file review  

• Used to ensure required documents have been completed and are physically 
located in one place usually the grant file (progress reports, claims, approvals, 
monitoring reports, etc.) 

• Identifies any recommended action to be taken prior to grant file close out 
 

E. Electronic Systems  
The majority of SHSOs have some type of an electronic grant management system or are in the process 
of developing a system. These systems have multiple grant-related components beginning with 
submission of the initial grant application. Most of them also include some or all elements of the 
monitoring process including reviewing and tracking subrecipient progress reports, submitting claims, 
reviewing and approving claims, generating management reports to track processes and filing completed 
SHSO monitoring reports. There are multiple vendors who offer these systems as either an off-the-shelf 
or customizable product. Some States have developed their own system to provide a comprehensive and 
unique system exclusively for their use. 
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Now that many States have an electronic grant management system, interested States should directly 
contact them for information regarding the advantages, type and uses of their system. Following is a list 
of these States compiled in 2019: Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Kansas, Maine, Maryland (designed in 
house for a comprehensive product), Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon (2020), Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont 
and Wisconsin. 

Texas has created a comprehensive on-line Policies and Procedures Manual which includes all required 
forms and an extensive section on monitoring.  The purpose of the Manual is to establish program and 
project management procedures for subrecipients and grants in support of the State’s Traffic Safety 
Program. In keeping with the State’s overall move toward electronic documents and forms, this Manual 
and related forms have been developed so that the appropriate information can be entered and 
submitted electronically. The entire January 2020 Manual can be found at the following link:  
http://onlinemanuals.txdot.gov/txdotmanuals/tfc/tfc.pdf and visit their web site at: 
http://www.txdot.gov/safety/. 

 
F. Resources for States  
The SHSOs should be viewed as the most important and valuable resources for more information about 
grant monitoring practices and developing new forms or systems.  Learning from the experience of other 
States saves time and money as well as avoiding duplication of effort.    
States interested in developing monitoring training for their staff should consider the following resources: 
• Georgia Office of Highway Safety – Power Point Presentation (See Appendix F. Miscellaneous SHSO 

Forms, Checklists and Practices available at the GHSA web site) 
• Tennessee Monitoring Refresher Course Agenda (See Appendix F. Miscellaneous SHSO Forms, 

Checklists and Practices available at the GHSA web site) 
• GHSA Executive Seminar – Module on Monitoring 
• NHTSA TSI Program Management Course – Module on Monitoring 
• NHTSA Management Review Elements – Section II Program Management, subsection D. Monitoring 

(See the NHTSA website for the latest version at Management Review Elements 
Listed in the table below are useful web sites.  The GHSA web site has a complete directory of all SHSO 
web sites and other useful links.  
TABLE 10. WEB SITE RESOURCES 

AGENCY NAME WEB ADDRESS 

U.S. DOT National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration/ Highway Safety Grant Management 
Resources  

NHTSA Highway Safety Grant Resources  

Governors Highway Safety Association http://www.ghsa.org/ 

 

 

Transportation Safety Institute (TSI) -  Training 
opportunities  

https://www.transportation.gov/transportation-
safety-institute 
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Federal Audit Clearinghouse https://harvester.census.gov/facweb/  

OMB Circulars www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars 

OMB Uniform Guidance 2 CFR Part 200 
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A special thank you is given to all of the States who participated in the GHSA survey and in the 2012 and 
2015 revision projects which helped to make this resource with revisions possible. 
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Attachment A: SAMPLE Onsite Monitoring Report Instructions and Report Form 

SAMPLE  
Onsite Monitoring Report 

Instructions 
 

1. Date - Record the date the onsite monitoring visit was conducted. 
2. Grant Number - Record the Grant Number. This number should be on the Grant Agreement. 
3. Subrecipient - Record the name of the subrecipient as it appears on the Grant Agreement. 
4. Grant Title - Record the name of the project title as it appears on the Grant Agreement. 
5. Site Location - Record the site location of the onsite monitoring visit. Provide a description and 

address, if applicable. 
EXAMPLE: City Offices, 1111 Grant Street 

6. Participants - List the name(s) and title(s) of all those who participated in the monitoring visit. 
7. Preparation for visit – Note whether specific documents were reviewed including the pre-award risk 

assessment and any pre-visit actions taken. 
8. Purpose of visit - Check the purpose of the visit.  Briefly describe if “Other”. 

EXAMPLES: 
• In response to [indicate information received or report deficiencies]. 
• To review and participate in project’s training class or other activities. 

9. Performance Information – Note whether required reports and documents were submitted and 
complete, including appropriate supporting documentation, and whether performance requirements 
are being met.  Explain any “No" answers and any exemplary or special activities or actions, including 
Best Practices. 

10. Financial Reports and Records - Identify which financial records were reviewed and indicate what 
type of sampling was used to choose records. If records were not reviewed, indicate either that this 
was completed on an earlier visit or schedule a date when this will occur. Copies should be made of 
documents received and attached to the report.  Note whether required Claims/Vouchers and 
documents were submitted on time, with complete information and including any required supporting 
documentation. 
EXAMPLES:  
• Took randomly selected sample of time sheets.  
• Selected every fifth claim/voucher to track costs.   
• Reviewed citations of every other officer on overtime listing. 

11. Single Audit – Determine whether a Single Audit is required under the Federal regulations and if yes, 
obtain additional information regarding the completion of the audit. 

12. Contractual – Establish if the subrecipient is acquiring contractual services and whether the selection 
and oversight meets the SHSO requirements. 

13. Personnel – Determine whether the subrecipient has established sufficient time accounting 
documentation, received any required approvals and the method for fringe benefit charges. 

14. Program Income - Establish whether program income will be generated by the grant activity and if 
yes, the process for accounting, expenditure and reporting. 

15. Educational/Safety Items - Determine whether the subrecipient is purchasing educational or safety 
items and if yes, were the appropriate approvals received, material reviewed by the SHSO, and 
required grant terminology included. Promotional items are an unallowable cost. 

16. Property Management – Describe any property or equipment purchased with grant funds and the 
presence, or lack, of a tagging and inventory system. Conduct physical inventory (if required). 
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17. Training - Determine whether any training required by the grant conditions has been completed and 
when it was completed or will be completed.  Establish whether any additional training assistance is 
needed. 

18. Travel – Establish whether travel was approved in the grant and if yes, was the required approval 
received, how are travel expenses documented and is supporting documentation on file. 

19. Evaluation – Indicate whether the subrecipient is completing any required evaluation activity or has 
encountered any obstacles 

20. Participation – Were all appropriate programmatic and fiscal parties present at the visit?  If not, 
explain why not. 

21. Grant Status – Note the status of grant progress including grant activities, funding expenditures and 
self sufficiency achievements. 

22. Corrective Action:  Indicate whether any corrective action is needed. If minor, briefly describe the 
action, designate who is responsible, and provide a date for completion. If significant, describe the 
problem in detail and forward the report to the Grant Supervisor for review and determination of SHSO 
corrective action plan before sharing the report with the subrecipient. 

23. Comments:  Summarize compliance with any special grant conditions and provide any further 
comments.   NOTE: Use additional sheets as needed to record all information. 

24. Signatures – The SHSO staff person completing the onsite monitoring should sign and date the form. If 
the review was completed by more than one person, both persons should sign and date the form. 

25. Reviewed by – When reviewed by an appropriate SHSO at the next level above the person doing the 
onsite monitoring, the reviewer should add their signature and title. 

26. Form Distribution:  Provide the original of the form to the Grant File and one copy to the subrecipient. 
One copy should be retained in the working file (optional). 
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SAMPLE 
Onsite Monitoring Report  

Form Content 
 

NOTE:  Following is the information suggested to be included in an onsite monitoring report form.  The 
information should be formatted into an actual form (printed or electronic) with sufficient space added for 
providing the requested responses.  In most instances a standard Yes [  ], No [  ], Not Applicable [  ] 
response area should be added to each item as well as a line or space for completing narrative information. 
See Item 9 below as an example.   
1. Date: 
2. Grant number: 
3. Subrecipient name: 
4. Grant title: 
5. Location of site visit: 
6. Participant(s) name and title: 
7. Preparation for monitoring: 

a. Pre-award Risk Assessment results reviewed? 
b. Grant agreement reviewed? 
c. Progress Reports reviewed? 
d. Claim/Voucher requests reviewed? 
e. Grant correspondence reviewed? 
f. Equipment purchases reviewed? 

8. Purpose of Monitoring (check those applicable): 
a. Routine monitoring as directed 
b. Response to identified problems.   Explain:  
c. Other:    Explain: 

9.  Performance Information: 
a. Are all reports complete and submitted as required? [  ] YES  [  ] NO  [  ]  N/A 

        If NO, explain:  
b.     Provide the following information for each Grant Objective: (repeat this section multiple 

times to accommodate the average number of objectives contained in a grant)  
1. Circle One:  Completed, In Progress, Scheduled to begin, Will not complete 

because:  
2. Circle One:  Support documentation – Attached, Will be submitted, Attached 

to Progress Report 
3. Comments: 

c. Were any unique or special activities or actions identified? [  ] YES  [  ] NO  [  ]  N/A 
If YES, explain:  

d. Were any special accomplishments identified?  [  ] YES  [  ] NO  [  ]  N/A 
If YES, explain:  
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e.   Has any overrun or underrun in expenditures been documented with appropriate 
explanation? [  ] YES  [  ] NO  [  ]  N/A 

       If YES, explain: 
10.  Financial Reports and Records: 

a. Are Claims/Vouchers submitted on time, correct, and accompanied by documentation for 
expenditures?  If NO, explain: 

b. Are reported costs consistent with the amount approved in the grant?  If NO, explain: 
c. Are costs reported to the SHSO consistent with the amounts entered in the subrecipient’s 

general ledger or other appropriate records? If NO, explain: 
d. Were costs reported in the budget period in which they were incurred? If NO, explain: 
e. Describe the controls in place to prevent expenditures in excess of approved grant amounts?  
f. Is match (if applicable) being tracked as it occurs? If NO, explain: 
g. Attach samples of financial records reviewed onsite.  Describe the sampling method used to 

choose records for review.   
11.  Single Audit Compliance: 
Will the subrecipient agency receive $750,000 or more of Federal financial assistance in the current fiscal 
year? If YES: 

• Has the subrecipient been audited or will they be audited when the grant period ends? 
• Does/will the audit contain the Single Audit Act provision portion? 
• Indicate the name of the auditor and the period covered or to be covered.  
• Indicate whether the SHSO has received a copy of the audit or when a copy will be submitted.  

12.  Contractual: 
a. Describe the method to document individual contractor’s time and rate on the grant project. 
b. Describe the method the subrecipient used to select a contractor. 
c. Describe the procedure used to assure adequate oversight of contractors. 

13.  Personnel: 
a. Are methods in place to appropriately account for the time of subrecipient employees based on 

the type of Federal award including those who work on other activities in addition to this grant?  
If NO, explain: 

b. Describe the time accounting system used (obtain a copy of form used): 
c. Are time sheets completed for all personnel working on the grant and signed by a supervisor 

and are the originals available for examination? If NO, explain: 
d. Describe the method for determining charges for fringe benefits. 

 14.  Program Income: 
a. Will/has this grant generated program income? 

b. If yes, are the funds reported and are the funds expended only to further the objectives of the 
program area under which the grant was funded? 

15.  Educational/Safety Items - Determine whether the subrecipient is purchasing permitted educational 
or safety items and if yes, were the appropriate approvals received, material reviewed by the SHSO, and 
required grant terminology included. Promotional items are an unallowable cost. 
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16.  Property Management: 
a.  Has property or equipment been purchased with grant funds?   If YES: 

• What was purchased? 
• Was the property or equipment in the approved grant budget? 
• Did the subrecipient submit the required equipment record form to the SHSO (if 

required)? 
• Does the subrecipient have a system in place to tag, control, protect, preserve, use, 

maintain and inventory (annually) the property? 
• Is the property or equipment being used for the designated highway safety purpose? 

b. If property or equipment has a value of $5,000 or more and a useful life of at least one year 
(amount may vary depending on other State requirements), was written SHSO and NHTSA 
purchase approval received before the purchase was made and before disposition? If NO, 
explain: 

c. Was a physical inventory of any property conducted?  If YES, describe. 
17.  Training: 

a. Is training a required condition of the grant?  If YES, 
• When was the training conducted and by whom? 
• If not yet conducted, when will the training be completed (specific dates)? 

b. If there any training assistance that the SHSO can provide? 
18.  Travel: 

a. Was travel included in the grant? 
b. Was prior approval for out of state travel obtained from the SHSO (if required)? If NO, explain: 
c. What is the method for determining and documenting travel, lodging and subsistence costs?  If 

applicable, obtain a copy of the subrecipient’s travel policy. 
d. Is the required supporting documentation for travel expenses on file? If NO, explain: 

19.  Evaluation: 
a. How is the subrecipient evaluating the effectiveness of the grant activity? 
b. Has the subrecipient experienced any obstacles in achieving the grant objectives? If YES, 

explain: 
c. Will all of the grant activities be completed by the end of the grant year? If NO, explain: 

20. Participation: 
Did everyone who should have participated in the onsite visit take part? If NO, explain:   
21.  Grant Status: 

a. Was the project implemented on schedule? If NO, explain:  
b. Were all procedures relating to grant management followed and documented? If NO, explain:  
c. Is the project fully staffed with qualified, trained personnel? If NO, explain:   
d. Are grant revisions required? If YES, explain:   
e. Will all funds be expended by the end of the grant year? If NO, explain: 
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f. Are there plans to continue this program after the grant funding is no longer available? If YES, 
explain: 

22.  Corrective Action: 
a. Are corrective actions recommended?  If YES, describe:  
b. List any minor corrections completed by the subrecipient during the monitoring and by whom. 

23.  Comments:  (use additional pages as needed) 
24.  Signed: 
 
 _______________________________ ____________ 
 SHSO Program Coordinator Signature   Date Signed 
 
 __________________________________ 
 Title  
25.  Reviewed by: 
 
 ________________________________ ____________ 
 Manager or Supervisor Signature   Date Reviewed 
 
 ___________________________________ 
 Title of SHSO Reviewer 
26.  Form Distribution: 
 Original – To Grant File on:  
 Copy -      To Subrecipient on: 
 Copy -       To 
 
NOTE:  Law Enforcement Grants – Additional questions are typically developed for law enforcement 
subrecipients and are tailored to the SHSO’s specific requirements for this type of grant.  Following are some 
examples: 

a. Did the subrecipient submit the SHSO Enforcement Activity Reports as required? 
b. Did the subrecipient submit timesheets for officer time or overtime? 
c. What level of supervision is utilized to ensure the accuracy of timesheets and prevent fraud? 
d. Did officers receiving grant funding attend training required by the SHSO, i.e. SFST? 
e. Did the subrecipient attend the SHSO enforcement grant orientation meeting (if required)? 
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Attachment B:  SAMPLE Notification Letter of Onsite Monitoring and Preparation Instructions 
(Adapted from North Carolina) 

SAMPLE 
Notification Letter of Onsite Monitoring and Preparation Instructions 

  
To:  __________________________________________  
 _____________________________________________  
 _____________________________________________  
 _____________________________________________  
 
From:  ________________________________________ , Program Coordinator 
 
Date:  _________________________________  
 
Grant Number:  ________________________________  

An onsite monitoring visit has been scheduled as follows: 
Date: Time: 
Type of Review:   [  ] Routine  [  ] Problem*  [  ] Other 

Nature of problem*: 
 

The purpose of the monitoring visit is to determine compliance with State and Federal highway safety grant regulations 
and to assure the completion of your grant in an efficient and effective manner. Limited resources and Federal 
performance expectations require that our office closely monitor the progress of each grant throughout the year to 
ensure that they are executed as proposed and that the funds are expended as planned. 

In order to expedite this visit, please have documentation ready for the following checked items: 

Equipment Purchased 
� Invoices for property or equipment purchased, showing the description, date and amount (showing 

discounts, if any) of items purchased 
� Invoices for services procured or documentation for equipment disposed 
� In-house purchasing procedures 
� ______________________________________________________________________ 

Financial Information 
� Copies of claim/voucher requests 
� Contracts for services 
� Accounting of any program income and documentation on how the program income was utilized 
� Copy of the last Single Audit, if required, to include the name and telephone number of the auditing firm 

that conducted the audit, and evidence of any corrective actions taken (if applicable) 
� ________________________________________________________________ 
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Educational Materials/Safety Items Purchased 
� Brochures, materials or safety items produced or procured with grant funding 
� Reports or publications produced as part of the grant 
� ______________________________________________________________________ 

� ______________________________________________________________________ 

Personnel 
� Original time sheets, activity records, pay records and/or payroll registers to verify time worked for employees 

paid with grant funds  
� Salary rate records to verify wages paid including copies of subcontracts, if any 
� Fringe benefits detail to verify amount or percent eligible 
� Job description for project funded employees 
� ______________________________________________________________________ 

Training 
� Certificate of completion for required training  
� Certificate of completion for law enforcement training i.e. Standardized Field Sobriety Training (SFST) 
� ______________________________________________________________________ 

� ______________________________________________________________________ 

Travel 
� Invoices for travel-related expenses 
� In-house travel policy and procedures 
Additional Information Not Specified Above: 
�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 

�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 

�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 

�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 

�  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
 
Please direct any questions regarding the scheduling of the monitoring visit or the requested materials to the 
program coordinator listed above by calling _________ or emailing ____________. 
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Attachment C.  SAMPLE Notification Letters of Onsite Monitoring Results  

SAMPLE 
Notification Letters of Onsite Monitoring Results 

 
NOTE:  Following is the information suggested to be included in onsite monitoring notification letters.  The 
information should be formatted into an actual letter on the SHSO letterhead for signature.   
1.  No corrective action needed: 
 
SUBJECT:  Grant Number _____________, (Title) 

An onsite monitoring review of the subject grant was conducted by our office on ____________.  Based upon 
the results of this review, the grant appears to be in compliance with State and Federal requirements. 
We appreciate the assistance of your staff during the monitoring visit as they made every effort to provide 
access to the requested documentation and information. 
Attached is a copy of the Monitoring Report for your file.  If you have any questions regarding this action, 
please do not hesitate to contact me at ________________________.   

Thank you for your continued efforts to improve highway safety in our State. 
 
2.  Corrective action needed: 
 

SUBJECT:  Grant Number _____________, (Title) 

An onsite monitoring review of the subject grant was conducted by our office on ____________.  Based upon 
the results of the review, the following deficiencies were identified.  Corrective action is required as soon as 
possible (or insert date) in order for your grant to be in compliance with State and Federal requirements. 
(Identify each problem including a citation to the applicable State or Federal law/regulation, 
the corrective action needed and deadline for completion) 
The SHSO will work with your agency wherever possible to assist you in fulfilling the requirements.  Failure 
to meet grant agreement Terms and Conditions, performance and reporting requirements, etc. may result in 
modification of the agency’s agreement including the reduction of funding, cancellation of the grant or 
initiation of other remedies as deemed necessary.   
Your agency is required to prepare a written response which will detail how the identified deficiencies will be 
corrected.   The response must be submitted to the SHSO within 30 days after receiving this letter.  Failure 
to respond within the timeframe indicated may result in cancellation of the agreement and may also impact 
funding of future grants with our agency. 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the above information, please contact, [Name] at [contact 
information].  
 
 


